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1. Statement of the theorem. The extension property and the lift-

ing property of Banach spaces are dual concepts (cf. [7]). Therefore

it is natural to raise the following questions:

(a) If a Banach space E has the lifting property, then does the dual

E* have the extension property?

(b) If £ has the extension property, then does E* have the lifting

property?

In view of the well-known results on these two properties (see (I)

and (II) of the next section) the answer to question (a) is clearly

affirmative. The purpose of this note is to give an answer to question

(b) in the following form:

Theorem. Suppose £ has the extension property. Then E* has the

lifting property if and only if E is finite dimensional.

2. Some preliminary results. Let £ be a Banach space. £ has the

extension property if for any Banach space F, any closed linear sub-

space 5 of F, and any bounded linear mapping <f> of 5 into £, there

exists a linear extension $ of <p to F with values in £ and with the

same norm. On the other hand, a Banach space £ has the lifting

property if for any Banach space F and any closed linear subspace

5 of F, the natural mapping of L(E, F) into L(E, F/S) given by

yp—>7T o i> (where it denotes the natural mapping of F onto F/S) is

onto and of norm one. Concerning these properties, the following

theorems are well known [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]:

(I) A real (or complex) Banach space E has the extension property

if and only if E is isometrically isomorphic to the Banach space C(K, R)

(or C(K, C)) of all real (or complex) continuous functions with su-

premum norm on some Stonian space K.

(II) A real (or complex) Banach space E has the lifting property if

and only if E is isometrically isomorphic to the Banach space I1 (I, R)

(or V-(I, C)) of all real (or complex) summable functions with ll-norm

on some set I.
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Next we mention some results on nonatomic measures on compact

spaces. Pelczyñski and Semadeni [8] showed, among others, that a

compact Hausdorff space X has a nonzero, nonatomic, regular, Borel

measure if and only if X contains a nonvoid perfect subset ( = a closed

subset which is, as a subspace, without isolated points). A space is

Stonian il it is a compact Hausdorff space in which any two disjoint

open sets have disjoint closures. We then have

Lemma. If X is an infinite Stonian space, then the set X0 of noniso-

lated points of X is perfect.

Proof. Suppose that Xo is not perfect. Then there exists a point

xEXo and a closed neighborhood U of x such that Ur\X0= {x}.

Since x is not isolated in X, U is an infinite set. Moreover every point

of i/'~{x} is an isolated point. It follows that U is the one-point

compactification of the discrete space J/~{xj. But, since X is

Stonian, U is also the Stone-Cech compactification of Z7-~{x}, and

this is impossible. Hence X0 must be perfect.

Thus by Pelczyñski-Semadeni's theorem we have the following:

(III) Every infinite Stonian space has a nonzero, nonatomic, regular

Borel measure.

3. Proof of the theorem. By (I), £ is isometrically isomorphic with

C(K) for some Stonian space K, and therefore £* is isometrically

isomorphic with C(K)* ( = the space of real (or complex) regular,

Borel measures on K). If we suppose that E* has the lifting prop-

erty, then by (II) E* is isometrically isomorphic with I1 (I) for some

set I. The unit ball of I1 (I) is the norm-closed convex hull of its ex-

treme points. Therefore C(K)* enjoys the same property. The ex-

treme points of the unit ball of C(K)* are of the form aex, where

|a| =1, and ex is the evaluation at xEK (cf. [l]). The norm-closed

convex hull of such points is precisely the set of purely atomic meas-

ures of norm not exceeding one, i.e., K has no nonatomic measures

except zero. Therefore K is finite by (III). The other half of the theo-

rem is trivial.
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GEODESICS AND LEBESGUE AREA

EDWARD SILVERMAN1

A method of stretching a Fréchet surface by various amounts,

without increasing its Lebesgue area, was introduced in [S2]. The

stretched surfaces derived from a given continuous surface are all

continuous and, in general, there is no largest such surface. In this

paper we admit discontinuous surfaces and this enables us to stretch

a surface to its maximum extension. If the maximum extension is con-

tinuous, then its (Lebesgue) area is the same as the area of the surface

being stretched. In general, if the area of the maximum extension is

defined to be the supremum of all continuous surfaces which are not

bigger, in the sense of Kolmogoroff's Principle applied to surfaces,

then this area of the maximum extension of a given continuous sur-

face agrees with the Lebesgue area of the surface. Furthermore, if

two continuous surfaces are so related that the pseudo-geodetic dis-

tances between corresponding pairs of points are equal, then the

maximum stretched surfaces derived from these two are isometric,

which implies that the two original surfaces have the same Lebesgue

area. (The pseudo-geodetic distance agrees with geodetic distance for

light maps.) An example of R. D. Anderson, modified by R. F. Wil-

liams, gives a monotone map of a square onto another square with the

property that the geodetic distance between every distinct pair of

points is infinite. Thus, it is neither desirable nor possible for the

preceding result to hold for geodetic as well as for pseudo-geodetic

distance.
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